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God's Debris: A Thought Experiment

God's Debris is a set of provocative questions (thought experiments) about God and science,
wrapped in a fictional story. It is designed to inspire readers to question their views of reality. --This
text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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For those who love Dilbert, please realize that this book has nothing to do with that enjoyable
character. There's also no humor here. Instead, you will find a fable that presents a unified theory of
cosmology, religion, and knowledge. Before you get excited about all that you can learn, realize that
this unified theory is deliberately flawed by Mr. Adams to provide you with a thought experiment to
locate what is wrong with the argument. So the book is actually a brain teaser in its primary intent. It
is a brain teaser that most people will find exceeds their knowledge of probability, physics, religion,
philosophy, evolution, psychology and logic. So, to pick it apart you will probably need to assemble
a team of people with deep knowledge in those areas. As a result, God's Debris is perfect for a
serious book club. After understanding what's wrong with the arguments in the book, many will
probably begin to see more unity in everything that happens based on a better platform of
knowledge. That's well worthwhile.I found this book fascinating as a puzzle, and enjoyed picking the
arguments and misstatements apart. It reminded me of a question on the bar exam from many
years ago where I had to write about what the law was in regard to a will written by an illiterate
person. Great fun!Mr. Adams warns that this book is for "people who enjoy having their brains spun

around inside their skulls." He also says that it is "a view about God that you've probably never
heard before." I certainly agree with both of those points. He also warns that what's in the book "isn't
true . . . but it's oddly compelling." He also notes that people under the age of 14 should not read it.

In the Introduction, Adams states that some of the "facts" presented in the forthcoming view of the
universe are consistent with prevailing scientific thought and others are "creative baloney designed
to sound true". He also states that this book is a "thought experiment" - i.e. the purpose is to get you
thinking - it's not meant as a serious attempt to explain the universe and God.That said, - those folks
out here who have panned this book because its assertions are not scientifically sound are [people]
who missed the point and need to go back and read the introduction again. And those folks who
dismissed the book out of hand as rehashed metaphysical stuff that they already know - well, they
failed the thought experiment because they didn't use the book as a springboard to thought.Both of
the types of people above actually prove one of the points in the book - that they are totally wrapped
up in either arrogance or delusion. In fact, they probably didn't even realize that Adams was poking
fun at them - oh, well.Anyway, in this book Adams' character presents, in somewhat herky jerky
fashion, an odd view of the universe. Although the theory itself could probably be torn to shreds by
an undergraduate philosphy class, the purpose is to get the reader to recognize the folly of thinking
that we know the answers and to open themselves to the possibility that everything we think we
know (religion and science) is a wrong, albeit useful construct - and in fact that we humans are
intellectually incapable of fathoming reality.If you ponder metaphysics/spirituality a lot then you
might not find that this book breaks any new ground for you - given that you are already open to
thinking strange thoughts.

If you think that Scott Adams can only write comic strips (you know, Dilbert), you'll be as surprised
as I was. Adams has tackled what many are tackling these days - basically a spiritual philosophy but that few are succeeding at quite this well. I am telling you, this funny cartoonist is about as deep,
thoughtful, and intriguing a writer as I've come across. Not complex, mind you, but deep.As I
entered into his new book, God's Debris (just wait till you find out what the title means!), I was
delighted to learn that he uses the language very well - especially for a philosophical piece like this,
which, at its best, really only pretends at fiction. (It is primarily a philosophical dialogue between two
men.) When the narrator steps into a room and sees a little old man sitting, I actually laughed to
picture it as Adams described: "Something moved and I noticed, on the far side of the fireplace, in a
wooden rocker, a smallish form in a red plaid blanket, looking like a hastily rolled cigar." The

narrator later tosses an extra log onto a dying fire, and we read that "the retiring embers celebrated
its arrival." Now, these points are not by any stretch the meat of the book - but it's important to
know, this is not just some comic stab at writing.Nor is it a comic stab at philosophy. Adams
examines really the core of who we are, and who God is, as well as numerous details of life, always
conforming to certain central themes. His approach? Really a Socratic exercise, not necessarily
answering the questions of the world, but certainly asking them. As for answers, these abound as
well ... but Adams does not take himself so seriously as to insist on their accuracy. Rather, he wisely
notes how intriguing many of the answers are, and challenges the reader to consider them too.
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